Number of ICD-10 diagnosis fields required to capture sepsis in administrative data and truncation bias: A nationwide prospective registry study
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Abstract

Background: In observational studies that uses administrative data, it is essential to report technical details such as the number of International Classification of Disease (ICD) coding fields extracted. This information is crucial for ensuring comparability between studies and for avoiding truncation bias in estimates, particularly for complex conditions like sepsis.

Specific sepsis codes (explicit sepsis) is suggested identified by extracting 15 diagnosis fields, while for implicit sepsis, comprising an infection code combined with an acute organ failure, the number of diagnosis field remains unknown.

Objective: The objective was to explore the necessary number of diagnosis fields to capture explicit and implicit sepsis.

Materials and methods: We conducted a study utilizing The Norwegian Patient Register (NPR), which encompasses all medical ICD-10 codes from specialized health services in Norway. Data was extracted for all adult patients with hospital admissions registered under explicit and implicit sepsis codes from all Norwegian hospitals between 2008 through 2021.

Results: In 317,705 sepsis admissions, we observed that 105,499 ICD-10 codes were identified for explicit sepsis, while implicit sepsis was identified through 270,346 codes for infection in combination with 240,586 codes for acute organ failure. Through our analysis, we found that 55.3%, 37.0%, and 10.0% of the explicit, infection, and acute organ failure codes, respectively, were documented as the main diagnosis. The proportion of explicit and infection codes peaked in main diagnosis field, while for acute organ failure codes this was true in the third diagnosis field. Notably, the cumulative proportion reached 99% in diagnosis field 11 for explicit codes and in diagnosis field 14 for implicit codes.
Conclusion: Expanding the utilization of multiple diagnosis fields can enhance the comparability of data in epidemiological studies, both internationally and within countries. To make truncation bias visible, reporting guidelines should specify the number of diagnosis fields when extracting ICD-10 codes.

Introduction

International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes are used to describe patients’ clinical characteristics and outcomes in hospital records, and these are often abstracted for research purposes [1]. Extraction of sepsis ICD codes involves specific sepsis codes (explicit sepsis) and implicit sepsis code strategy [2, 3]. The latter consist of a combination of two codes, i.e. a code for infection and a code for acute organ dysfunction. Thus, sepsis extraction strategy must involve both main condition and secondary diagnosis fields.

Previous research has revealed that increasing number of secondary diagnosis fields for explicit sepsis codes increases the accuracy of measurement, and that certain sepsis conditions are particularly prone to truncation bias if one does not examine six or more secondary diagnosis codes [4]. However, recommendations for how many secondary diagnosis fields that are needed to capture implicit sepsis are sparse. Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess the number of diagnosis field needed to capture explicit and implicit sepsis.
Materials and methods

We conducted a prospective descriptive registry study using The Norwegian Patient Register (NPR) that include all medical ICD-10 codes from specialized health services in Norway and has a good coverage [5, 6]. In NPR, an unlimited number of diagnosis can be reported [7], however, due privacy considerations and protection, we extracted ICD-10 codes from the main condition, the main joined condition, and up to 19 other conditions (secondary diagnosis field).

Sepsis was identified and classified using ICD-10 codes based on the Sepsis-3 definition [8]. The extraction was performed at the individual level for all patients over 18 years old with hospital admissions registered using ICD-10 codes for infection in combination with acute organ failure (implicit sepsis) and specific sepsis codes (explicit sepsis) from all Norwegian hospitals during the period from January 1, 2008, to December 31, 2021. Clinical sepsis codes (R-codes; e.g. R57.2 septic shock) is only valid in national guidelines in combination with other codes (e.g. infection code)[6], thus the R-codes were included in acute organ failure category. Infection, acute organ failure, and explicit sepsis codes were classified as binary variables (0 and 1), i.e. either absent or present. These codes were retrieved from the main diagnosis fields, main joined diagnosis field, and 19 secondary diagnosis fields. As the percentage of ICD-10 codes in the joined diagnosis field to main diagnosis was only 0.1% in each category, we merged the joined diagnosis field with main diagnosis and named the diagnosis field 1. The secondary diagnosis fields were denoted as diagnosis field 2 through 20. Details on the ICD-10 codes extracted are priory published [3].
Statistical Analysis

For every diagnosis field, we counted the number of explicit sepsis, infection, and acute organ failure ICD-10 codes and calculated the proportion by dividing the number of each code by the total number of corresponding diagnoses. We then reported the proportion of codes per group (explicit, infection, or acute organ failure) for each diagnosis field, as well as the cumulative proportion. We used the Stata software package (version 16, Stata Corp, TX, USA) for all statistical analyses.

Ethics

The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics in Eastern Norway (2019/42772) and the Data Access Committee in Health North-Trøndelag (2021/184). The analyses were conducted in the Services for Sensitive Data at the University of Oslo.

Results

Among 12.6 million discharges from 2008 through 2021, a total of 317 705 patients was identified with more than one ICD-10 sepsis code. Of these, 105 499 ICD-10 codes were identified for explicit sepsis, while implicit sepsis was identified through 270 346 codes for infection in combination with 240 586 codes for acute organ failure (Table 1).
### Table 1. Number of ICD-10 sepsis codes in main and 19 secondary diagnosis fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis field number</th>
<th>ICD-10 category</th>
<th>Explicit, n</th>
<th>Implicit, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>100 078</td>
<td>23868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acute organ failure</td>
<td>38170</td>
<td>48497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29110</td>
<td>20229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>105 499</td>
<td>270 346</td>
<td>240 586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 n = number

The main condition was recorded in 55.3% of the explicit codes, 37.0% of the infection codes and 10.0% of the acute organ dysfunction codes. The proportion of explicit and infection codes peaked in main diagnosis field, while for acute organ failure codes this was true in the third diagnosis field (Fig 1). Over 99% of the explicit sepsis cases were covered by diagnosis field 11, and the same yield for infection and acute organ failure codes in diagnosis field 14 (Fig 2).

![Fig 1. Number and (%) of ICD-10 codes in diagnoses field one through 20 for explicit sepsis, infection and organ dysfunction sepsis codes.](image-url)
Fig 2. The cumulative percentage of ICD-10 codes for explicit sepsis, infection and organ dysfunction sepsis codes by diagnosis field 1 through 20.

Discussion

In this nationwide article, we present proportions of explicit and implicit codes as main condition and up to 19 secondary diagnoses. Our findings reveals that the majority of explicit codes (55%) was listed as main condition, while this yield for only 37% of the infection codes and for 10% of the acute organ failure codes. Notably, cumulative proportion reached 99% in diagnosis field 11 and 14 for explicit and implicit codes, respectively.

To our knowledge, no previous study has examined the necessary medical diagnosis fields to extract implicit sepsis. Our findings of how many diagnosis fields requited to capture explicit sepsis are somewhat lower than a previous study commissioned by the World Health Organization investigating postoperative explicit sepsis codes among twenty countries suggesting that at least 15 secondary diagnosis fields is optimal for relevant clinical information using ICD-10 codes [4]. Unlike postoperative sepsis, it is probable that a non-postoperative sepsis admission (e.g. acute sepsis) will be classified as a primary or at least as an early secondary diagnosis. Therefore, our wider inclusion of specific sepsis codes may account for the differing outcome.

Information about the number diagnosis fields used during extraction of data is missing in reporting guidelines for observational studies [9]. One of the challenges when comparing
studies is the differences in national ICD-10 coding guidelines. A prior sepsis ICD coding validation study of 22 international studies on a population level compared five strategies [10]. They found that R-codes and explicit sepsis coding strategies may underestimate sepsis incidence by 3.5-fold and 3-fold, respectively. However, in many of these epidemiological studies of sepsis, information about the technical extraction strategy involving the number of diagnosis fields is missing, making it difficult to compare national sepsis incidence. Our study has revealed that extracting sepsis codes of less than 11 diagnosis fields for explicit and 14 fields for implicit sepsis may introduce a truncation bias, potentially leading to underestimation of incidence.

Our study boasts several notable strengths. Firstly, it draws on data from all public hospitals in Norway spanning 14 years. Secondly, the comprehensive assessment of diagnosis fields used to identify sepsis, covering implicit and explicit sepsis codes, adds to the robustness of our findings. Thirdly, in Norway, reporting ICD-10 codes to NPR is obligatory and undergoes quality checks conducted by the National Service of Validation and completeness analysis. This ensures that our extraction of ICD-10 codes has minimal missing, incomplete, or unknown discharge codes [7]. Furthermore, the extraction of medical codes for sepsis identification previous used by other researchers further strengthens the integrity of our study [2, 11, 12]. Lastly, in contrast to many other countries, available numbers of secondary diagnosis fields in the data set to capture events are unlimited in Norway [4]. However, in our study we extracted ICD-10 codes from 19 secondary diagnosis fields due to data minimization. Therefore, we cannot rule out that extraction from more diagnosis fields could have increased the diagnosis fields needed to capture sepsis.
Conclusion

This nationwide study suggest that at least 11 diagnosis fields are required in extraction of explicit sepsis codes and 14 diagnosis fields to extract implicit sepsis codes. Increasing the use of multiple diagnosis fields will improve international and intra-national comparability of data in epidemiological studies. Additionally, it will enhance the quality of analyses, allowing for better utilization of results. Reporting guidelines should include how many diagnosis fields used when extracting ICD-10 codes from administrative data in order to make truncation bias visible.
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